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Abstract :
Quota allocation mechanisms have distributional effects that are highly relevant to the economic
organization of fisheries. In France, where fishing allocations are non-transferable, quotas are shared
among Producer Organizations (POs) based on the historical landings of their members. Each PO is
then responsible for implementing their own internal rules that provide individual or collective allocations
to their members. This study investigates the distributional effects of the various quota management
systems adopted by POs on quotas and production for the Bay of Biscay sole fishery. A comparison
between initial allocations by vessel based on historical landings and actual observed landings is
presented. Inequality metrics are used to quantify distributional effects, and a new method that is based
on the decomposability property of the Theil index is introduced. Results show that the French
management system successfully avoided concentration of production while reducing the fishing
capacity through decommissioning schemes. The non-transferability of fishing allocations is a critical
element that favored this outcome by allowing POs to control the distribution of catch shares in the
fishery. Besides, it appears that the allocation strategies developed by POs were notably influenced by
their local roots and their fishing fleet profiles. The various quota allocation systems among POs had
contrasting effects on vessels’ production, including greater equity within particular subfleets, benefits to
vessels most dependent on sole in most POs, and benefits to the small-scale fisheries in a few POs.

Highlights
► The role of producer organizations in the French quota management system is critical. ► Reduction
of fleet capacity was achieved without concentration of production. ► Non-transferability of allocations
favored greater equity in the fishery. ► Producer organizations’ allocation strategies are influenced by
their local identity. ► The Theil index offers some unique advantages to analyze distributional changes.
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1. Introduction
In Europe, the management of fisheries mainly relies on Total Allowable Catches (TACs)
set by fish stock and distributed to member states according to historical allocation keys
(Holden, 1994). Each member state is then responsible for managing its own quotas, and
different countries allocate their quotas among producers using various systems (Le Floc’h et
al., 2015). In its Green Paper on European Union Common Fisheries Policy (CFP) reform, the
European Commission (2009a) suggested that individual Transferable Fishing Concessions
(TFCs) – a right-based management system similar to the well-known Individual Transferable
Quotas (ITQs) – should be considered, at the European level, as a potential solution to tackle
the deep-rooted problem of overcapacity seen as the main structural failing of the CFP. Some
EU countries (The Netherlands, Denmark, Spain and the United Kingdom) have actually
implemented ITQs systems in the past decades (González Laxe, 2006; Marchal et al., 2009;
Aranda and Murillas, 2015). However, the French administration, following the position of
fishermen’s representatives, took position against the generalization of ITQs (Gouvernement
Français 2009, p.29) in a memorandum arguing that ITQs would eventually result in fishing
rights concentration and destabilization of local fishing communities. In order to maintain
economic and social equilibriums in French territory, the French administration supported the
current quota co-management system implemented by Producer Organizations (POs) (Larabi
et al., 2013).
Quota allocations in catch share programs deal with important issues because of their
biological (Branch, 2009), economic (Squires et al., 1995; Grafton, 1996; Asche et al., 2008)
and social (Pálsson and Petursdottir, 1997; Soliman, 2014) implications. Issues of wealth
redistribution and heterogeneity may disrupt the performance of quota management systems
(Karpoff, 1987; Grainger and Costello, 2015) and distributional effects of quota allocation on
production and economic returns are critical towards addressing issues of fairness and
acceptability (Copes, 1986). Yet these distributional effects are rarely studied and many
authors have argued that they should be given more attention (e.g., Bromley and Bishop,
1977; Copes, 1986; Copes and Charles, 2004; Matthíasson, 1992; Wilen and Casey, 1997;
Guyader and Thébaud, 2001; Thébaud et al., 2012). These issues are particularly significant in
the French context where large-scale and small-scale fisheries coexist (Daurès et al., 2009;
Guyader et al., 2013) and equity in rights of access to fisheries resources is at stake (Le Gallic
et al., 2005; see also Gray et al. 2011 for an English case study). Quota distribution also
relates to environmental concerns about the usage of active (e.g., trawls) vs. passive (e.g.,
gillnets) fishing gear for the harvest of demersal species (Branch, 2009). Besides, the French
quota management system is based on POs that have strong territorial roots and as such their
strategies in terms of membership dynamics (e.g., POs are not required to accept any
membership requests from fishermen) and quota distribution may also influence the rights of
access to resources of local fishing communities. This study therefore addresses the questions
of quantifying the distributional effects of the French quota governance system and whether
the quota management by POs limits inequalities and concentration of production.
The debate that occurred in France – and in other EU countries – during the Common
Fisheries Policy reform raised the question of which quota management system should be
adopted (European Commission 2010). Two main options were Individual Transferable
Quotas (ITQs) markets and co-management systems where allocations are granted to groups
of harvesters. Extensive literature exists on their respective potential to provide solutions as
sustainable fishery management systems (e.g., Jentoft, 1989; Ostrom, 1990; Copes and
Charles, 2004; Grafton et al., 2006; Costello et al., 2008; Gutiérrez et al., 2011; Deacon,
2012), but little is known about their influence on wealth distribution in terms of winners /
losers within a fishery. There are two main approaches used to study distributional effect in
the fisheries economics literature. The first uses theoretical models to investigate outcomes of
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alternative management regimes (Dupont and Phipps, 1991; Salvanes and Squires, 1996;
Armstrong and Clark, 1997; Sumaila and Armstrong, 2006). The second is the application of
inequality metrics to empirical data to quantify the changes in harvest distributions, often
related to a change in management such as the introduction of ITQs (Connor, 2000; Hamon et
al., 2009). Our paper falls into this later type of approach and addresses the case of PO-based
co-management, as implemented in some EU countries, and which has not yet been
empirically addressed in a quantitative way.
Quantifying distributional effects first necessitates a clear understanding of the initial
situation or initial quota allocation from which redistribution occurs. Then it requires selecting
appropriate metrics. The inequality metrics that are most commonly found in the fisheries
economics literature typically measure inequality in the population as a whole (Hamon et al.,
2009; Adelaja et al., 1998; Gauvin et al., 1994), and not much attention is paid to the
inequality within and between subgroups of vessels (Armstrong and Clark, 1997). In
particular, consideration of different scales offers insight for the analysis of distributional
changes to the primary and secondary contributors to the fishery, which is essential in the
context where large-scale and small-scale fisheries operate alongside one another using
various fishing gears. Our paper discusses the relevance of different inequality metrics for the
exploration of distributional effects of quota management and introduces a new method which
uses the decomposability property of the Theil index (Theil, 1967; Bourguignon, 1979) to
decompose the inequality into subgroups of vessels and determine the between and within
components.
The Bay of Biscay common sole (Solea solea) fishery was the first fishery where
individual vessel quotas (IVQs) were used in France in 2006, and this management innovation
tends to be generalized to many of the most important French fisheries (Le Floc’h et al.,
2015). This paper therefore uses this influential fishery to investigate the distributional effects
of the quota management systems adopted by POs on sole landings based on the 2011
reference year. Actual landings observed were compared to a simulated initial situation based
on historical landings by vessel that corresponds to the current rule defined by the French
administration for allocating collective sub-quotas to POs and could virtually be used as an
individual initial allocation in an ITQ system. Decompositions by fishing gear used, length
class and maritime district were employed to analyze the differences between the initial and
the final situations.
1.1 Structure and evolution of the Bay of Biscay sole fishery
The demersal fisheries of the Bay of Biscay – i.e. operating in ICES divisions VIIIa-b –
are commonly referred to as mixed fisheries, because the catches of vessels operating in this
area are usually composed of a mix of various species. The common sole fishery has a long
history of being one of the main fisheries in the Bay of Biscay as sole has been the first
species in value for the last several decades. These fisheries are mainly composed of French
vessels that catch about 92% of the TAC, and trawl and gillnet are the main fishing gears
used.
In 2011, the French Bay of Biscay sole fishery was composed of 472 vessels that landed
more than one ton of sole (Table 1). The number of vessels operating in the sole fishery (Fig.
1a) has been decreasing between 2000 and 2011 (-21%), due mainly to decommissioning
schemes (Quillérou and Guyader, 2012).
Total landings of sole in 2011 were 4,259 tons (Fig. 1b) and generated gross revenue of 54
million euros. The sole gillnetters were the greatest sole producers (22.6 t per vessel in
average) as well as the most dependent on this species (57.4% of their gross revenue in
average). Their contributions to the fishing mortality of sole were about 68%. The mixed
gillnetters (that catch a mix of species) constituted a smaller fleet less dependent on sole, with
smaller vessels and smaller crew sizes than the sole gillnetters. The trawlers – for which the
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Table 1. Number of vessels and average vessel characteristics by fleet segment of the Bay of Biscay sole
fishery in 2011 (vessels with annual landings > 1 metric ton)
Number
of
vessels

Sole gillnetters

138

13.6

3.7

197

469

269

22.6

57.4

28

9.8

1.9

141

134

20

1.4

14.7

85

14.4

3.2

211

454

42

3.6

9.2

53

15.6

3.5

225

628

75

6.9

11.9

75

10.6

1.9

152

193

37

3.2

19.4

30

17.5

3.8

227

682

59

5.5

8.6

63

12.2

2.7

196

353

37

3.0

10.6

-

13.3

3.1

194

419

110

9.4

25.7

Mixed gillnetters
Specialized
Nephrops trawlers
Non specialized
Nephrops trawlers
Inshore mixed
bottom trawlers
Offshore mixed
bottom trawlers

Others
Average

Vessel
length
(m)

Crewsize

Days at
sea

Gross
revenue
(k€)

Sole Gross
revenue
(k€)

Sole
Landings
(Tons)

Sole
dependency
(% Gross
revenue)

Fleet segment

sole could either be a target species or a bycatch – accounted for more than half of the vessels
participating in the fishery. The Nephrops trawlers can be differentiated by their degree of
specialization – i.e. the share of their gross revenue depending on nephrops (Nephrops
norvegicus) – which also corresponds to diverse fishing strategies along the course of the year
(Macher et al., 2011; Raveau et al., 2012). Although their dependence on sole was quite low,
their contribution to sole fishing mortality was significant (respectively 8% for the nonspecialized nephrops trawlers and 7% for the specialized nephrops trawlers). The mixed
bottom trawlers catch a mix of species, including hake (Merluccius merluccius), nephrops and
sole. The inshore mixed bottom trawlers had an average dependency to sole of 19.4% and
average sole landings of 3.2 t whereas offshore mixed bottom trawler were less dependent on
sole (8.6%) and had greater landings (5.5 t).

Figure 1a. Evolution of the number of vessels
participating in the Bay of Biscay common sole
fishery (vessels with annual landings > 1T)
between 2000 and 2011.

Figure 1b. Evolution of the Bay of Biscay common
sole official landings in weight and the national
quota (France) between 2000 and 2011.

1.2 Quota co-management
Common sole in the Bay of Biscay has been subject to an EU TAC since 1984 that is
divided into Member State quotas according to fixed historical keys (Holden, 1994), and the
French share accounts for more than 90%. According to the French quota co-management
4

system, the national quota is shared out into sub-quotas per PO as defined by legal statutes
dating from 2006 (JORF, 2006). The POs are groups of harvesters that manage collectivelygranted fishing allocations. They are geographically-relevant – typically, a PO has its
headquarters in a fishing harbor city and most of its members are from the same area,
although it is not a rule and there are no area restrictions. They were not established on target
species criteria and they usually participate in more than one fishery. The distribution of the
national quota between POs is based on the historical landings track records of member
producers over the period 2001-2003 (Larabi et al., 2013). PO membership is voluntary and
non PO vessels are collectively managed by the administration. In 2011, there were nine POs
involved in the Bay of Biscay sole fishery. Since 2008, these POs account for more than 93%
of the total number of vessels operating in the fishery. The main reason why fishermen
massively joined POs was that those who remained outside of POs were operating in a racefor-fish where fishery closures could happen early in the season.
The national quota of Bay of Biscay sole was systematically exceeded during 2002-20061
(Fig. 1b). Because quota overruns yield in penalties through the EU common fishery policy
regulations (European Commission, 2009b), POs were brought to make their quota
management system evolve and started implementing non-tradeable IVQs systems. This was
initiated in 2006 by the largest French PO to optimize the exploitation of their allocated subquota and avoid over-consumption. Indeed, well-defined individual limits were considered
easier to enforce than collective limits by PO managers as individual limits allowed for threats
of individual penalty to become more meaningful. In 2011, with the increasing sub-quotas
constraints, many POs have generalized a limitation system on individual landings for sole at
least for the most important producers of sole, which are sole gillnetters. That year, 65% of
the TAC that was managed by non-tradeable IVQs. For the POs that have effectively
implemented IVQs systems, quota exchanges or swaps between producers were not allowed,
not even within POs. From the authorities’ point of view, the law prohibits marketed
exchanges of fishing allocations. Whether quota swaps occur between fishers of the same PO
is the responsibility of the PO managers. To this day, all French POs have forbidden internal
quota swaps between fishers after distribution, although this could be a legally acceptable
management option as long as monetary transactions are not involved. The rules for the
allocation of IVQs among members of the same PO vary according to POs. They were
documented in an exhaustive survey of all Bay of Biscay POs whose results are reproduced in
Supplementary Appendix A. The introduction of IVQs is considered as a key element in the
limitation of quota overruns and coincides with the official landings not exceeding the
national quota during 2007-2011 (Fig. 1b). In the meantime, publicly funded
decommissioning schemes were implemented to reduce fleet capacity (Quillerou and
Guyader, 2012). Under these programs, historical landings track records attached to the
scrapped PO-affiliated vessels were equally reallocated to the so-called PO reserve and
national reserve. This mechanism provided the POs with some flexibility in the collective
management of their fishing allocations (Larabi et al., 2013). It is worth noting that quota
swaps between POs are allowed and such transactions are regulated and recorded by the
fisheries authorities. In the institutional context of French fisheries, quota swap refers to a
bartering system (without monetary transaction) where a PO can temporarily give away
tons of a quota species to another PO in exchange for tons of some other quota species.
However, swaps between POs have been of limited for the Bay of Biscay sole quota in 2011
and mainly involved non-Bay of Biscay POs that were willing to barter their sole quota they
did not need for some other quota that they actually needed.
1

Until 2006, there was no measure regulating the access to the Bay of Biscay sole fishery. Under the sole
management plan (European Commission, 2006), a vessel fishing permit system was put in place in 2006 to
regulate the entry to the fishery.
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Out of the 472 vessels that participated in the sole fishery in 2011, 443 were member of
one of the nine POs that spread all along the Bay of Biscay coastline (Fig. 2). The size of the
POs ranged from 35 to 490 vessels. Because the constraints and the fleet composition of POs
were diverse, their needs in terms of quota management were heterogeneous. Interestingly the
three POs that did not implement individual limits (OPPAN, OP Ile d’Yeu and OP Vendée)
welcomed sole gillnetters for which more than 40% of the total gross revenue depended on
sole. More generally, the two POs operating in the north of the Bay of Biscay (PMA and
OPOB) were mainly composed of trawlers that caught sole as part of a mix of species
whereas sole was a more important target species for all other POs. The fleet characteristics
by length class and by maritime district are available in Supplementary Appendix A.

Figure 2. Map of the Producer Organizations in the Bay of Biscay in 2011. Circle size is scaled to the number
of vessels operating in the Producer Organization (min=35, max=490).

2. Material and methods
The study of distributional effects of the sole quota management by POs consists in the
comparison between how historical landing records are distributed in the fishery with how
landings are distributed in the fishery for a given year, considering that the difference is the
consequence of the management by POs and their impacts on the strategies of producers. The
analysis focused on the year 2011 because it corresponds to the year when IVQ systems were
generalized to most POs in the fishery. Besides the actual historical landings records database
that was used by the regulator that year was available which was essential for establishing the
initial situation.
2.1 Data and population of reference
The population of reference is the union (in the mathematical sense of set operation) of all
vessels with non-zero Bay of Biscay sole landings in 2011 and all vessels with non-zero
historical landings records (including inactive vessels). It is important for the investigation of
distributional effects that the population of reference is composed not only of vessels that
landed sole in 2011, but also of the vessels that did not land sole but have non-zero historical
landings records as they contributed to the collective historical landings of POs and non-PO
sector. This population of reference is referred to as “total population” and it is composed of
6

1,535 vessels that account for 100% of the 2011 landings and 89% of the historical landings
records – the remaining 11% having been placed in the national reserve (2%) and PO reserves
(9%) after vessel decommissioning.
The data that were used for the analysis included landings, historical landings track
records, a fishing activity calendar specifying the types of gear used, vessel length, maritime
district and PO membership status for all commercial fishing vessels that operated in the Bay
of Biscay (ICES areas VIIIa-b) in 2011. Landings, fishing activity and characteristics of
French vessels are compiled in IFREMER’s Harmonie database (Leblond et al., 2008). The
analysis also used a typology of subfleets based on vessel’s fishing activity and landings that
has been specifically implemented to study the Bay of Biscay mixed fisheries (Macher et al.
2011). Individual historical landings track records – the basis used by the administration to
distribute the French quota among POs – were compiled into a database that contains all
vessels with non-zero historical landings records and their PO membership status as of 2011.
The vessels with landings greater than 1 t in 2011 accounted for 97% of the sole production in
2011 and 64% of the historical landings track records (see Supplementary Appendix A). This
difference is actually the first result showing that the system has created flexibility and that
there is indeed redistribution between the historical landings track records and the landings
observed. The vessels with landings between 0 and 1 t accounted for 3% of the production
and 6% the historical landings. The total population also included 496 vessels – of which 255
were actually inactive – that had non-zero historical landings records but no sole landings in
2011. These vessels that did not participate in the sole fishery in 2011 were still affiliated to a
PO for the most part and contributed to the redistribution towards the 2011 sole fishery
vessels.
The historical landings track records database allowed for the computation of the PO subquotas (i.e., the PO shares of the national quota). It also allowed for the simulation of initial
vessel allocations based on strict historical landings (SHL vessel limits) that were obtained by
multiplying the share of each vessel in the historical landings records by the 2011 TAC.
Although they were simulated since the administration does not actually grant individual
limits to vessel owners, the SHL vessel limits are relevant because they represent the
contribution of each vessel to its PO sub-quota. Therefore SHL vessel limits were considered
as the initial distribution and the difference with the landings observed was interpreted as the
distributional effects of the quota management by POs. As such, the analysis merged the
direct consequences of the way POs administered quotas and their incidental impacts on
producers’ behavior. Intuitively, the assumption that all changes in distribution could be
traced back to management strategies of the POs was straightforward considering the
institutional context where POs were exclusively responsible for implementing their own
internal allocation rules. Marginally, the fact that the authorities’ distribution policy of the
national reserve could also have contributed to the distributional effects was overlooked since
the national reserve only accounted for 2% of the historical landings records and was
therefore considered as not particularly significant.
2.2 Inequality metrics and decomposability property of the Theil index
There are many inequality metrics that are used in social sciences and we considered some
of the most well-known ones for the further comparison of the distributions of initial
allocations based on historical landings records and the landings observed. A review of pros
and cons of the main inequality metrics is proposed in Table 2.
The Gini index is the most commonly used measure of inequality (Gini, 1921) and is a
core component of many distributional effects analyses. However there are issues associated
with Gini index: the same value may arise from different distribution curves; it is not easily
decomposable into subgroups – i.e., it cannot provide relative contributions of subgroups to
the inequality in the population.
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Table 2: inequality metrics and their characteristics. is the income (or the production); is the size of the
population; is the order of entropy parameter; is the inequality-aversion parameter.
Formula
=

Gini index

=

Hoover index

=

Theil index

Herfindahl-Hirschman
index (HHI)

#

∑

1
2

2

̅
̅

1

̅
1

=

Generalized entropy
index

Atkinson index

∑

−
−1

× ln
̅

−1

1 1
= 1− $
̅
+=

Pros

,
∑

̅
%&

-

!

'

− 1"

(
()*

Cons

Intuitive

Not easily
decomposable

Intuitive

Non
decomposable

Decomposable

Non intuitive

Decomposable

Non intuitive
Parameter to be
set

Sensitivity to
upper/lower end

Parameter to be
set

Applicable in a
variety of contexts

Correlated with
number of firms

The review of the various inequality metrics allowed to identify an index that proved to be
particularly useful for the analysis: the Theil index (Theil, 1967). Despite not being as
intuitive as the Gini, the Theil index has an interesting decomposability property: it is a
weighted average of inequality within subgroups, plus inequality among those subgroups
(Bourguignon, 1979). If the population is divided into . subgroups and / is the income share
of subgroup 0,
is the Theil index for that subgroup, and 21 is the average income in
subgroup 0, then the Theil index can be rewritten as:
3
3
21
/ × ln .
=
/ × +
̅
The contribution of the subgroup 0 to the total inequality , sometimes referred to as the
within subgroup 0 component, is / × . The contribution of the inequality among subgroups
97998

to the total inequality, also known as the between component, is ∑3 / × ln 7̅ .

2.3 Quantifying distributional effects
The Theil index measures an entropic distance between the observed distribution and the
perfect equality distribution. Its decomposition uses the notion of within- and between-groups
components that relates to similar concepts often encountered in statistical analysis. For
instance, ANOVA models use the variation within and between groups to provide a statistical
test to determine if the observed differences in means can be attributed to the natural
variations in the population. Likewise, intra-cluster variance and inter-cluster distance are the
core concepts behind cluster analysis techniques such as k-means clustering and hierarchical
clustering. In the study of distributional effects, the decomposition of the Theil index appears
as a well-suited quantitative tool to identify which groups contribute most to the total
inequality. When comparing two situations, changes in the within and between group
components indicate that distributional effects have happened. However, it does not provide
direct information about the mean of a specific group relative to the other groups or to the
overall mean. Similarly, if the contribution of one specific group to the Theil index is found to
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have decreased between two situations, it indicates that the distribution of what is being
measured has become more homogeneous (thus distributional effects have happened), but it
does not convey any information about a potential change in mean. Only the between groups
component is linked to the differences in means between the different groups. A similar
argument could be made about the other inequality metrics presented in Table 2: they
essentially measure variability, but do not quantify trends. Hence it is important that an
analysis of distributional effects not only rely on inequality metrics, but also include some
measurement of changes in mean or sum per group. When the composition of the different
groups remains unchanged between the two situations that are being compared, both the mean
and the sum provide some information about the trend. The sum provides a global overview
of where in the fishery cumulative differences are the most important. However it can
overlook potentially interesting changes in mean that may occur in small groups. Conversely,
the mean may focus attention on small groups containing an outlier while obscuring more
interesting aggregate trends in larger groups. Hence the quantification of distributional effects
may include both the mean and sum per group as complementary measurements of trends.
Visual representations based on the sum and capturing group size aspects (such as the ones
proposed in this paper) can also be convenient to apprehend these different scales
simultaneously.
2.4 Methods for the study of distributional effects in the Bay of Biscay sole fishery
The analysis involved the comparison between an initial situation and a final situation at
different scales. The initial situation is the SHL vessel limits, i.e. the simulated individual
allocations computed as the share of each vessel in the historical landings records (20012003) multiplied by the 2011 TAC. The final situation is the landings that were observed by
vessel in 2011. The first hypothesis to be tested is whether the quota management by POs has
contributed to greater equity in some dimension. All inequality metrics presented in the Table
2 were computed at the total population level on both distributions. It was undetermined what
to expect at this scale because the concentration of production that might have occurred
following the decommissioning schemes and the reduction of the number of vessels in the
fishery might have been balanced or overweighed by the POs’ apparent disposition to
maintain access to the resource of local fishing communities. Then fleet segmentations were
used to bring the analysis to a more disaggregated level. The analysis covered 3 dimensions:
• Fishing gear, which was related to the fact that some POs had recourse to separated
quota management according to the fishing gear used to manage conflicts arising from
different quota consumption behaviors
• Vessel length, which was related to the contrasting attitudes POs have had towards the
membership of small-scale vessels in the past and the issue of equity of access to the
resource in a context where small-scale vessels claimed their historical landings
records were underestimated by the fisheries administration
• Maritime district, which related to the strong local roots of POs and access to the
resource of local fishing communities.
The Theil index was used to determine the within and between components for each of
these dimensions. It was expected that the quota management by POs may have contributed to
greater equity within some subgroups of vessels as some of the allocation criteria used by POs
were based on the fishing gear, the vessel length or territorial aspects.
Next, for each PO : and fleet segment 0, the cumulative difference ;<= between landings
observed and SHL vessel limits was also computed as:
;<= =

∈ =∩

Landings − SHL vessel limits
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where the subscript L represents the individual vessels. The cumulative difference by
subgroup is complementary to the decomposition of the Theil index as it may reveal
distributional changes such as differences in means between the different groups that are
unrelated to concentration of production. As such, the cumulative differences were intended
to determine which subgroups of vessels actually benefited from the flexibility that the system
created and it was expected that the subgroup trends (increase or decrease) would vary
according to the PO since POs had contrasting quota management strategies. Lastly, KruskalWallis non-parametric tests (Kruskal and Wallis, 1952) were applied to measure the statistical
NO
significance of the differences among the subgroup mean differences computed as M= = PQ
where

=

PQ

is the number of vessels in the PO : and fleet segment 0.

3. Results
3.1 Application of inequality metrics at the total population level
The various metrics that were applied to the SHL vessel limits and the observed landings
distributions at the total population level as well as some baseline index values are presented
in Table 3. These indices clearly indicated that both distributions were intrinsically very
concentrated. This result was not a surprise since the population of reference contained many
vessels with very few historical landings or few landings observed. All metrics showed the
same tendency, namely that the landings observed were slightly less concentrated than the
SHL vessel limits. This result was consistent across all indices as there was no outstanding
value. However, for each index, the difference between the index values for the historical
landings records and the landings observed distributions was rather small. Therefore it was
concluded that there was no clear sign of distributional effects at this scale, i.e., the quota
management by POs did not clearly reduce concentration at the total population level (nor did
it increase it).
Table 3. Application of inequality metrics to the distributions of Strict Historical Landings (SHL) vessel limits
and Landings observed. Perfect equality distribution is the baseline value when all individuals have the same
landings. Two-levels 75-25 distribution is a simulated distribution where one half of the population equally
shares 75% of all landings and the other half of the population equally shares the remaining 25%. Maximal
inequality distribution is when one individual has all landings, and all others have none.
SHL vessel
limits (based
on historical
landings)

Landings
observed

Perfect
equality
distribution

Two-levels
75-25
distribution

Maximal
inequality
distribution

Gini index

0.87

0.86

0

0.25

1

Hoover index

0.73

0.72

0

0.25

1

Theil index

1.77

1.76

0

0.13

7.33

4.82

4.72

0

0.12

767

0.93

0.93

0

0.10

1

0.0069

0.0068

0.00065

0.00081

1

Generalized entropy
index (α=2)
Atkinson index
(ε=0.75)
Herfindahl-Hirschman
index (HHI)
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3.2 Decomposition of the inequality by groups of vessels
The decomposability property of the Theil index was used to compute the contributions of
different fleet segments to the inequality in the distributions of SHL vessel limits and
Landings observed (Figs 3a-c). A small contribution of a subgroup indicates that the
distribution within the subgroup is homogeneous, and conversely. The between groups
component indicates the importance of the contribution of the differences between subgroup
means in the total inequality.
The inequalities within subfleets2 contributed less to the total inequality in the case of
landings observed than for SHL vessel limits (Fig. 3a). Indeed, the between groups
component (in black) was more important in the landings than in the SHL limits. This means
that the quota management by POs implied landings within subfleets being more
homogeneous than the historical landings.
The decomposition of the inequality by length class (Fig. 3b) allowed an assessment of
whether the quota management system impacted distribution towards the small scales
fisheries. The inequality between groups was found less important than in the case of
decomposition by fleets, which means that historical landings and the landings observed were
both not very homogeneous within length classes. Besides, the inequalities among the >20 m
vessels as well as among the <10 m vessels were slightly greater for the landings than for
SHL vessel limits, which was compensated – in the sense that the total inequality in both
distributions were about the same – by the between groups component being slightly greater
for the SHL vessel limits than for the landings.
The decomposition of the inequality by maritime district (Fig. 3c) allowed an
investigation whether regional equilibriums were preserved in the fishery. One notable
outcome was that vessels operating in the north of the Bay of Biscay, i.e. from Morlaix to
Vannes, contributed for only a small part of the total inequality in both the landings and the
SHL vessel limits distributions, whereas vessels operating in the south contributed for the
most part of the inequality. Comparing the landings to the SHL limits, inequalities marginally
increased in L’Ile d’Yeu, Les Sables d’Olonne and La Rochelle, and decreased in SaintNazaire, Noirmoutier and Marennes.

Figure 3a. Decomposition of inequality in the distributions of Strict Historical Landings (SHL) vessel limits
and Landings observed: contributions to the Theil index by subfleet

2

The typology of subfleets used was specifically implemented to study the Bay of Biscay mixed fisheries
(Macher et al. 2011).
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Figure 3b. Decomposition of inequality in the distributions of Strict Historical Landings (SHL) vessel limits
and Landings observed: contributions to the Theil index by length class

Figure 3c. Decomposition of inequality in the distributions of Strict Historical Landings (SHL) vessel limits
and Landings observed: contributions to the Theil index by maritime district

3.3 Cumulative difference by groups of vessels
In 2011, the sum of landings exceeded the sum of SHL limits in the total population
because SHL limits do not account for the national and PO reserves of historical landings
track records. Consequently the graphs of the cumulative difference between landings and
SHL vessel limits (Figs 4a-c) were dominated by positive differences in favor of landings.
The red circles indicate that the sum of the landings observed for the vessels belonging to the
corresponding fleet segment and PO was more important than the sum of their SHL vessel
limits. In other words, the red circles indicate the “winning” subgroups in a PO and the blue
circles indicate the opposite, and the size of the circles corresponds to the number of vessels
belonging to the corresponding PO subgroup.
The landings by sole gillnetters and by non-specialized nephrops trawlers – i.e. the fleets
with the greatest sole landings per vessel and for which the gross revenue was most dependent
on sole – were greater than their SHL limits, at least at an aggregated scale (Fig. 4a).
Conversely, the sole landings by mixed gillnetters and by the fleet “Others” were less than
their SHL limits. This means that the quota management system either incentivized them to
12

change their fishing strategies, e.g. through PO fishing plans, or restrained their possibility to
catch sole while potentially offering alternative fishing opportunities on other target species
thanks to the PO track records pooling mechanism.
There were some POs in which the vessels smaller than 12 m benefited from the sole
quota management system (Fig. 4b). These are POs that are dominated by small-scale vessels.
While the decomposition of the Theil index by vessel length class indicated that landings
were slightly less homogeneous than SHL vessel limits among the >20m vessels, the
cumulative difference suggests that this is due to a sensible increase in landings for the bigger
vessels in a few POs.
With POs being geographically-relevant entities, it was not surprising that for most POs
the greatest positive cumulative difference was observed in their main maritime district in
terms of number of vessels (Fig. 4c). Notably the maritime districts that were previously
identified for their marginal inequality increases and decreases actually corresponded to
maritime districts where essentially only one PO operates. As for the non-Bay of Biscay PO
vessels that were part of the total population and appeared as having negative cumulative
difference, they were vessels that used to operate in the Bay of Biscay during the historical
landings period but had moved outside of the Bay of Biscay as of 2011.
The statistical significance of the differences among the subgroup mean differences
between landings observed and SHL vessel limits was tested with the Kruskal-Wallis oneway test along the subfleet, vessel length class, and maritime district dimensions. Each of
these factors taken independently were found statistically significant (p-value R 10%T ), i.e.
for each dimension the test rejected the null hypothesis of the factor having no effect on the
subgroup mean differences between landings observed and SHL vessel limits. The outcomes
of these tests were therefore in line with the expectation that the quota management by POs
contributed to significant distributional changes in the above-mentioned dimensions.

Figure 4a. Cumulative difference between Landings observed and Strict Historical Landings (SHL) vessel
limits in 2011 by subfleet (in row) and Producer Organization (in column). Red circles (resp. Blue circles)
indicate that the sum of the landings observed (resp. SHL limits) by vessels belonging to the corresponding
subfleet and PO was more important than the sum of their SHL limits (resp. landings observed). Color is
scaled to the maximum absolute value. Circle size corresponds to the number of vessels belonging to the
corresponding fleet and PO.
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Figure 4b. Cumulative difference between Landings observed and Strict Historical Landings (SHL) vessel limits in 2011 by
length class (in row) and Producer Organization (in column). Red circles (resp. Blue circles) indicate that the sum of the
landings observed (resp. SHL limits) by vessels belonging to the corresponding length class and PO was more important
than the sum of their SHL limits (resp. landings observed). Color is scaled to the maximum absolute value. Circle size
corresponds to the number of vessels belonging to the corresponding length class and PO.

Figure 4c. Cumulative difference between Landings observed and Strict Historical Landings (SHL) vessel limits in 2011 by
Maritime District (in row) and Producer Organization (in column). Red circles (resp. Blue circles) indicate that the sum of
the landings observed (resp. SHL limits) by vessels belonging to the corresponding length class and PO was more
important than the sum of their SHL limits (resp. landings observed). Color is scaled to the maximum absolute value.
Circle size corresponds to the number of vessels belonging to the corresponding maritime district and PO.
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4. Discussion
4.1 Preventing concentration of production while reducing fleet capacity
A typical ITQ system generally induces a rationalization of the fishing fleet capacity to
increase economic yield. The switch from a “derby” fishery to an ITQ generates a decrease of
the number of vessels that operate in the fishery, and quota sellers or leasers behave rationally
according to economic objectives that can be contradictory to maintaining social values.
Direct consequences are the concentration of the production and the reduction of employment
in the harvesting sector (Squires et al., 1995). Ultimately, the benefits of higher economic
efficiency tend to flow to owners who may not be fishermen themselves (Pálsson and
Helgason, 1995; Pinkerton and Edwards, 2009) and territorial socio-economic equilibriums
may be threatened if quotas can be transferred from one region to another. Although
safeguard clauses may be adopted to prevent some of the negative social impacts of an ITQ
(Kroetz and Sanchirico, 2010), it appears that concentration of production does occur in most
ITQ systems (Abayomi and Yandle, 2012; Hamon et al., 2009; Clay et al., 2014; Matthíasson
et al., 2015).
The originality of the French case study is that an input control policy (EU funded
decommissioning schemes) was combined with an output management system (allocations by
POs) and resulted in an adjustment of the fishing capacity without aggravating the problems
of wealth concentration. Decommissioning schemes indeed allowed the number of vessels in
the Bay of Biscay sole fishery to decrease by 20% over 10 years. At the same time, the quota
allocation system, based on several POs spread along the coastline with specificities in terms
of quota management strategies that they can adapt to their fleet composition, aimed at
maintaining economic and social equilibriums. The results showed that concentration did not
occur. To this regard, the French management system, that combines a track records pooling
mechanism to provide collective allocations to POs and redistribution between members and
unique controls on tradeability of catch shares, successfully managed to avoid some of the
social issues that tend to happen in an ITQ while reducing the fishing capacity through
decommissioning schemes.
4.2 Room for maneuver in a context of non-transferability
There are several reasons that can explain how distributional effects have occurred in the
Bay of Biscay sole fishery even though quota trades between individuals are prohibited. One
of the main sources of flexibility in the quota management system comes from the PO
reserves of historical landings track records that were introduced alongside decommissioning
schemes. These reserves, which are directly managed by the POs, add to the collective
historical landings each member brings to the POs and are meant to support new entrants to
the fishery and established PO members. Likewise, the national reserve gives the
administration room to maneuver in the management of the non PO vessels. Furthermore, it
used to be considered that POs that exceeded their allocation would not face sanctions unless
the national quota was exceeded too, thus the national reserve could also give flexibility to the
PO that were careless with their sub-quota consumption. Further flexibility originated from
the non-Bay of Biscay PO vessels. Having conserved their historical landings track records
while being outside of the fishery in 2011, these vessels effectively contributed to quota
reallocation in the fishery. Indeed, quota swaps between POs are allowed and POs that have
some quota they do not need are usually willing to exchange it for some quota that they
actually need. Thus it is not uncommon to observe quota swaps between POs that happen on a
regular basis.
4.3 Allocation systems and equity
In a catch share program, the initial allocation plays a major part in determining how
wealth is distributed among individuals. The French quota management system mainly relies
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on grandfathering as catch shares that are allocated to POs are based on historical landings of
their members. However, each PO developed their own internal rules for providing individual
or collective allocations to their members which sometimes involve alternatives to
grandfathering methods such as gear-based or equal-sharing rules (see Supplementary
Appendix A for the details of the allocation criteria used by POs). As the French system does
not allow for quota trades between individuals, not even within POs, the design of PO internal
allocation rules has a direct influence on individual strategies and economic performances of
PO members. The rules that have been adopted by POs are heterogeneous and exhibit the
variety of the fishing fleet profiles across POs. The results showed that the redistribution of
the sole quota significantly benefited the fleets that were the most economically dependent on
this species. Thus, in a context of non-transferability of fishing allocations, the POs played the
role of quota fine-tuning to adjust for the subfleets needs. This was essentially achieved
through three distinct (but non-exclusive) mechanisms: setting allocation rules based on
reference years that are more recent than the historical landings track records period (used in
three POs); securing distinct collective catch shares for one or more specific subfleets
determined by gear-based, vessel length and/or geographical criteria (respectively in three,
one and three POs); and differentiating allocation rules for one or more specific subfleets (in
five POs). This later type of allocation methods includes equal-sharing rules (in two POs) that
presumably contributed to reduce inequalities within subfleets (Fig. 3a).
In certain POs, management policies were also favorable to small-scale fisheries (<12m)
and local fishing communities. At first sight, it appears that this is not directly linked to some
internal allocation rule specifically designed to favor small-scales. Rather, this can be
explained by the fact that, in the past, the landings of small-scale vessels were not
systematically recorded as the compliance with landings declarations requirements could be
deficient and the use of logbooks was mandatory for large-scale vessels only. This
consequently led the administration to underestimate their historical landings in the years
2001-2003. Their cumulated landings thus exceeded their cumulated SHL vessel limits.
However, this is still relevant to the distributional effects of the management by POs as it is a
consequence of POs strategies regarding the membership of small-scale vessels that did not
have historical landings track records and allowing them to stay in the fishery by granting
them a share of the PO sub-quota. This is actually critical as addressing participants who may
not have catch history records but have historically caught fish in the fishery is considered as
one of the main concerns about fairness when allocations are based on historical catch
(Lynham, 2014).
The territorial dimension also appears to have influenced the allocation strategies chosen
by POs. Results established that the redistribution of the sole quota primarily benefited the
vessels operating in the maritime district where POs have their headquarters (Fig. 4c) and
constituting the subfleets that are historically linked to the POs “identity”. Thus, the
participatory decision-making process that determines the allocation rules seems to be
influenced by PO’s local roots and predominant subfleets. Concretely, local differentiations
can be directly established in the design of allocation rules through geographically-based
criteria or indirectly by using gear-based criteria that designate specific subfleets that
essentially operate in a particular area. The results also indicated that distributional effects
among non-PO vessels were minor. In fact, the non-PO vessels remained in a common pool
supervised by the administration where a race-for-fish is still happening. This explains why
most historical landings records holders were incentivized to join POs.
Although the system in place prevented the concentration of production and contributed to
greater equity in some dimensions, inequalities between subfleets, both within and across
POs, are still important. As a matter of fact, the question of equity between POs is still being
asked by many stakeholders. Some small-scale POs consider that the larger-scale POs
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benefited from having vessels eligible to the decommissioning schemes. These small-scale
POs further denounced the strict membership policy adopted by the larger-scale POs that
denied membership to participants without track records, which they claim was not fair to the
small-scale participants (although it was efficient in making the larger-scale PO members
benefit from the possibilities they acquired thanks to the decommissioning schemes). Some
POs invariably complain about the use of historical landings as the basis for sub-quota
assignments and a potential contradiction with antitrust laws (Autorité de la concurrence,
2015).
Some stakeholders also expressed their concerns about inter-generational equity. To
address this issue, a “tax system” on track record transfers associated with vessel transactions
has recently been implemented (Code rural et de la pêche maritime, 2014). The taxed track
records are first assigned to the national and PO reserves and are then meant to be reallocated
to young fishermen who do not currently have track records to support the rejuvenation of the
fishery participants. In practice, the system is quite new and as of now the taxed track records
mainly benefit already established PO members by increasing the POs’ collective allocations.
Although this new measure demonstrates a real effort towards improving inter-generational
equity, the access to the fishery remains very restrained.
In conclusion, even if the system has prevented an increased concentration of production
that could have resulted from the reduction of the fleet size, inequalities are still important and
many stakeholders call for an evolution of the allocation system towards greater equality and
transparency. To this regard, the co-management approach in place, where fishermen actively
participate to the decision-making process, appears as a means of implementing the rules that
can lead to such further changes.
4.4 Limits and perspectives
Further developments in the analysis of the Bay of Biscay sole fishery case study could be
considered due to the following limitations:
• the analysis focused on the sole quota distribution could be integrated into a
multispecies analysis as most vessels actually operate in more than one fishery. In
addition to the distribution of the sole historical landings track records and landings, a
multispecific analysis would highlight which groups of vessels were globally
advantaged and disadvantaged by taking into account potential compensations among
species. Such analysis is reserved for future work.
• the analysis was carried out at the vessel level while distributional effects are usually
considered at the firm level. Since most firms operating in the Bay of Biscay actually
own only one vessel, this approximation is in fact likely to have only minor
implications on the outcomes.
• inequality metrics were applied to production while it is more common to apply them
to income.
The perspectives in this case study also include a comparison with the individual quotas
vessels were allocated by their PO: the difference between the SHL vessel limits and the
individual quotas should highlight the effects of the quota management by POs on the initial
distribution, and the difference between the individual quotas and the landings observed
should provide information on how well-balanced individual quotas and landings are. An
analysis of the performance in terms of equity of the alternative allocation rules used in
distinct POs would certainly be valuable to make more explicit which allocation rule is best to
favor equity for a particular subfleet profile. However, comparisons between POs are not
straightforward as each PO uses a different fleet segmentation to differentiate allocation rules
for one or more specific subfleets (Supplementary Appendix A). Therefore, it appears that
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more data such as historical landings and allocation rules for other species or for different
years is needed to develop this type of analysis.
5. Conclusion
This paper includes for the first time the use of the decomposability property of an
inequality metric in an empirical study of distributional effects of fishing quota management
systems. The analysis showed how the decomposition of the inequality by subgroups can
provide useful insights for the description and interpretation of the dynamics of the fishery.
This approach appears to be particularly relevant in cases where the distributional effects
cannot be observed at the global scale and where distributional issues are concerned with
multiple dimensions such as social and territorial issues. This approach, coupled with some
measurement of subgroup trends, appears as an effective framework for the analysis of
distributional effects and could for example be utilized to improve the understanding of the
impacts of the allocation method used in a new catch share program.
The analysis that was carried out in this paper was primarily concerned with equity and
the results showed that the current French fishing allocation system tends to maintain preexisting territorial and socio-economic equilibriums due to the management operated at the
PO level. Beyond issues of equity, the economic efficiency of the allocation system must also
be assessed. Tradeoffs between economic efficiency and social issues are one of the largest
challenges of fisheries management. In France, fishermen who want to acquire more quota
than they have are currently constrained by the non-transferability rule. Besides, the
institutional context is evolving with the last CFP reform introducing a discard ban. This
reform may challenge the efficiency of the current quota management system and increase the
need for quota tradeability, so that the quota management objectives and means may be
brought to evolve further in the near future.
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Appendix A. Supplementary material

•

Allocation criteria used by POs

Table A1: Quota management system by PO for the sole in the Bay of Biscay and allocation criteria
in 2011 (adapted from Lagière et al. 2012)
PO

PMA

OPOB
OPPAN
OP YEU

OP VENDEE

Sub-group

Quota management

Vessels with production > 2
tons
Vessels with production < 2
tons
Large gillnetters > 18 m
Large gillnetters < 18 m
Inshore trawlers
Small-scale fishery
All vessels
All vessels
Trawlers Sables d’Olonne
Gillnetters Sables d’Olonne
Trawlers Saint Gilles Croix
de Vie
Gillnetters Saint Gilles Croix
de Vie

Individual limits

Package of 2 tons per vessel

Individual limits
Individual limits
Collective quota
Collective quota
Collective quota
Collective quota
Collective quota
Collective quota

Package of 26 tons per vessel
Package of 18 tons per vessel

Gillnetters Royan

Individual limits

Individual limits

Collective quota
Collective quota

Binational French-Spanish
fleet
Seafaring fleet
Coureauleur fleet

Collective quota
Collective quota

LA COTINIERE

All vessels

Individual limits

ARCA-COOP

Offshore (extra-bassin)
vessels
Inshore (intra-bassin)
vessels

FROM SUD
OUEST

CAPSUD-OP

Allocation method and
criteria
Mean production by vessel
2004-2006

Historical landings records
(2001-2003)

Collective quota

Individual limits

Historical landings records
(2001-2003) + Production by
vessel 2008-2010
Maximum production of the
last 10 years

Collective quota

Sole-targeting vessels

Individual limits

Others

Collective quota

Historical landings records
(2001-2003)
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•

Fleet composition and characteristics by length class and maritime regions

Table A2. Number of vessels and average vessel characteristics by length class of the Bay of Biscay
sole fishery in 2011 (vessels with landings > 1 metric ton)
Vessel
Gross
Number
Days
Length Class
length Crewsize
revenue
of vessels
at sea
(m)
(k€)
>= 20 m

Sole
Sole Gross
Sole
dependency
revenue Landings
(% Gross
(k€)
(Tons)
revenue)
276
23.8
29.3

34

21.4

5.2

250

944

[16-20[ m

69

17.5

4.5

234

736

170

14.8

23.1

[12-16[ m

120

14.2

3.4

211

502

123

10.7

24.4

[10-12[ m

163

11.5

2.5

180

265

76

6.3

28.7

< 10 m

86

9.1

1.6

143

129

44

3.4

34.2

-

13.3

3.1

194

419

110

9.4

25.7

Average

Table A3. Number of vessels and average vessel characteristics by maritime district (ordered North
to South) of the Bay of Biscay sole fishery in 2011 (vessels with landings > 1 metric ton)

Morlaix

6

17.0

4.2

210

739

Sole
Gross
revenue
(k€)
214

Guilvinec

71

13.9

2.6

204

383

38

2.9

9.9

Concarneau

17

13.0

3.0

203

347

19

1.6

5.6

Lorient

50

14.3

3.8

216

533

98

8.1

18.3

Auray

18

10.9

2.7

158

201

46

3.7

23.1

Vannes
SaintNazaire
Noirmoutier

6

9.6

1.5

133

117

36

2.4

30.7

49

13.8

3.3

206

540

58

4.6

10.8

27

12.6

3.1

176

413

235

19.5

57.0

L'Ile-d'Yeu
Les Sablesd'Olonne
La Rochelle

22

14.3

3.7

195

435

190

16.6

43.7

50

12.2

2.6

177

332

141

12.1

42.4

24

13.8

2.7

182

328

81

6.9

24.8

Ile d'Oléron

25

12.5

2.6

203

402

91

7.9

22.6

Marennes

48

13.0

2.8

186

427

136

11.9

32.0

Arcachon

27

14.8

4.0

217

587

296

26.0

50.4

Bayonne

25

13.0

3.4

180

362

96

8.3

26.5

Others

7

12.0

2.6

168

279

34

2.8

12.2

Average

-

13.3

3.1

194

419

110

9.4

25.7

Maritime
district

Vessel
Gross
Number
Days at
length Crewsize
revenue
of vessels
sea
(m)
(k€)

Sole
Sole
dependency
Landings
(% Gross
(Tons)
revenue)
19.0
29.0
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Table A4. Number of vessels and average vessel characteristics by Producer Organization in the
Bay of Biscay sole fishery in 2011 (vessels with landings > 1 metric ton)
Producer
Organization

Number
of vessels

Share of the total
number of
vessels of the PO
(%)

Main fleet
segments

Sole
Landings
(Tons)

Sole
dependency
(% Gross
revenue)

4.8

13.0

5.3

15.2

21.8

59.2

19.3

48.7

12.4

42.6

14.8

39.5

7.6

21.9

24.3

49.0

Mixed bottom
trawlers
Nephrops
trawlers
Nephrops
trawlers
Sole gillnetters
Sole gillnetters

PMA

163

33.9

OPOB

50

14.9

OPPAN

27

27.0

OP ILE D YEU

18

54.5

OP VENDEE

44

40.2

FROM SUD-OUEST

28

26.7

OP LA COTINIERE

67

65.0

ARCA-COOP

24

68.5

Sole gillnetters
Mixed bottom
trawlers
Sole gillnetters
Sole gillnetters
Mixed bottom
trawlers
Mixed bottom
trawlers
Sole gillnetters

CAPSUD-OP

22

31.3

Sole gillnetters

10.9

33.6

Non PO

29

Sole gillnetters

5.2

26.8

•

Distribution of landings and historical landings in the total population

Table A5. Composition of the population of all Bay of Biscay vessels with non-zero sole landings in
2011 or non-zero historical landings records, and relative contributions of sub-populations to
landings and historical landings records (SHL = strict historical landings)

Total population
Inactive vessels with
Historical landings records
>0
Vessels with Historical
landings records > 0 &
2011 landings = 0
Vessels with 2011 landings
in ]0,1000kg[
Vessels with 2011
landings > 1000kg
A

Number
of vessels

Landings
2011
(Tons)

%
Landings
2011

SHL vessel
limitsA
(Tons)

% Historical
landings
recordsB

1535

4259

100

3906

89

255

0

0

493

11

241

0

0

345

8

567

132

3

270

6

472

4127

97

2798

64

based on the final French sole quota of 4380 Tons for ICES areas VIIIa-b in 2011.

B about 11% of the historical landings records were placed in the national and PO reserves, so that the total
population accounted for 89% of historical landings records.
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